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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT
Dear Members,
I am really humbled to have joined a long list of Presidents and
Committees who have served this wonderful institution, and it is truly
an honour. I want to thank all the presidents, committees and the
number of people to whom the society is seriously indebted to.
Anything achieved has been achieved collectively and it is a continuous
journey. We simply keep passing on a baton.
The environment today is in peril, because of politics, greed,
overconsumption, bad planning, and commercialisation. To address
the challenges of today, we have set ourselves many missions. We
want to engage younger people and we are proud of the Youth Wing’s
progress. We now run events all over the country through District
Representatives and several sub-committees and we are trying to
embrace a lot more science in the work we do. We created the Youth
Ambassador program, and have launched the Conservation
Ambassador program which is being spearheaded by Mahela
Jayawardena, Jayanthi KuruUthumpala and Johann Peiris. We want to
bring more voices to be a cacophony of people, screaming, protesting,
blogging and talking about the issues of the environment. We want to
see politicians protecting the environment and wish to hold them more
responsible and accountable.
Climate change is complex and there are issues of justice and fairness.
Environmental issues can’t be looked at in isolation from the cost of
living issues and these cannot be tackled in silo’s. These are complex
issues and therefore we have to work together with all parties locally
and globally. We need stronger laws, better protection, better quality in
the environment, and these are not things that are going to make our
country or our businesses weaker. WNPS is all about balanced
development but it must be done systematically. We need to be
approaching the hearts and minds and not just the pockets and purses.
The greater burden is really going to lie with the people who can
transform their behaviour the most. That onus certainly rests on a few,
to address the needs of the many. There is a Moral need to challenge
the notion that some lives are more important than others and we
need to tackle issue collectively. There are more deaths from the
human elephant conflict than dengue, as an example and we need to
look at these issues holistically. I believe that Conservation’s new Best
Friend is Technology, which we must leverage.

PAST PRESIDENTS AND MEMBERS OF THE 2019/20 GENERAL COMMITTEE AT
THE 125TH ANNIVERSARY GALA

WNPS CONSERVATION AMBASSADOR MAHELA JAYAWARDENA SPEAKS AT
THE 125TH ANNIVERSARY GALA

In this journey there is no winning line or glory for the victor. It is going
to be a series of steps that we take, with the knowledge that future
generations can then appreciate and love their environment the way
we see it. I hope all of you will partner this committee and continue this
journey and I wish the WNPS another 125 years of great success.
Sriyan de Silva Wijeyeratne

WNPS PRESIDENT SRIYAN DE SILVA WIJEYERATNESPEAKS AT THE
125TH ANNIVERSARY GALA

A WEEK OF CELEBRATIONS WITH
SABA DOUGLAS-HAMILTON
On Monday the 11th of November the WNPS hosted a ‘'Chat with
Saba’ where she gave the audience a flavour of her life in Africa and
the influence her parents had in shaping her bond with the wild and
elephants in particular.
The conversation that followed covered areas of policy, conservation
and elephant behaviour. Frank Pope, her husband and CEO at Save
the Elephants provided much support in adding fact and depth to
the conversation. Examples of how corporates like Tiffanies have
committed to elephant conservation were shared by Saba.
A warm evening of one on one chats with Saba and Frank followed
with drinks and cocktails after the event.

On the 12th of November, at the Grand Ballroom at the Hilton Colombo, the WNPS celebrated 125 years,
brining together the conservation community of Sri Lanka to mark this historic milestone.
The WNPS, the 3rd oldest society of its kind in the world hosted Ms. Saba Douglas-Hamilton, the award-winning
and highly acclaimed elephant conservationist and wildlife television presenter as the keynote speaker. Other
speakers included the President of the WNPS Sriyan De Silva Wijeyeratne and WNPS Conservation Ambassador
and former Sri Lanka Cricket Captain Mahela Jayawardena.

The day after the gala dinner on the 12th of November,
Saba and Frank visited Pokunatanne where the WNPS
Human-Elephant Conflict sub-committee, funded by
Colombo Jewellery Stores are currently testing a LED
Light Repellent System (LRS) to deter elephants entering
villages or cultivations. This was followed by a night under
the stars at the Kulu Safaris camp in Yala. Members of the
society were granted an exclusive experience of going on
safaris and exchanging wildlife and campfire stories with
Saba throughout the two days. Saba and Frank also
visited the Elephant Transit (ETH) home in Udawalawe,
meeting with Dr Vijitha Perera and learning about the
highly successful orphan elephant rehabilitation program.

"Coming to the WNPS 125th
anniversary celebration was like
reaching a trunk across the Indian
Ocean to greet long-lost elephant
cousins. Despite the concern we felt
learning of the daunting challenges
facing Sri Lanka's wild elephants, it
was greatly inspiring to meet such a
force of passionate advocates
fighting to defend the elephants'
natural habitat and intrinsic right
to exist. We have much to learn,
much to share, but can find much
strength in our alliance and
common mission to secure a future
for the living Planet."
- Saba Douglas Hamilton
Reflecting on her trip to Sri Lanka
CLICK THE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE TO READ
ABOUT SABA AND FRANK SPEAKING ABOUT
THEIR LIFE AND WORK IN KENYA.

CLICK THE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE TO READ ABOUT
SRI LANKA'S FIRST EVER CONSERVATION PHOTOGRAPHY
COMPETITION ORGANISED BY WNPS AND SPONSORED BY
WIJEYA NEWSPAPERS TO RAISE AWARENESS ON THE
STATE OF SRI LANKA'S ENVIRONMENT.

A SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE OF THE LORIS
MAGAZINE WAS LAUNCHED. ALL MEMBERS OF
THE SOCIETY SHOULD HAVE RECEIVED A COPY.
ADDITIONAL COPIES OF THIS SPECIAL EDITION
LORIS MAGAZINE CAN BE PURCHASED FOR
RS. 1000 FROM THE HEAD OFFICE.

THE WORKSHOP PLAYERS PERFORM A RENDITION OF THE LION KING AT THE GALA DINNER

SAFARI TIME AT THE YALA NATIONAL PARK

SABA AND FRANK MEET WITH DR VIJITHA PERERA
AT THE ELEPHANT TRANSIT HOME (ETH)

LEARNING ABOUT THE LED LIGHT REPELLING SYSTEM (LRS)
IN POKUNATANNE.

MEMBERS OF WNPS WHO JOINED THE SAFARI WITH SABA AND FRANK

This is a special edition of the Jungle Telegraph to recap Saba Douglas Hamilton's visit to Sri Lanka and the celebrations of that week.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS FOR SUPPORTING THE 125TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

